
Real Security For The Real World

“Our company was
growing quickly and we
needed a system that
could expand when we
did. The PowerSeries
security system we
chose made real sense.
Its hybrid technology lets
us expand to 64 points
of protection.”

“I’m a big fan of the
emergency feature that
can link your home’s
smoke alarms into a 24
hour monitoring station.
Every second counts in
an emergency, and it’s
the fastest way to get us
there to help.”

“The simplicity of the
keypad, especially the
one-touch function keys,
makes the PowerSeries
easy to use. So when I’m
running out the door,
the push of a single
button will ensure my
office is secure.”

“My cleaning lady has
her own entry code, so 
I can tell when she’s
been at the house. 
With the remote service
feature her entry code
can also be changed or 
cancelled at the 
monitoring station, 
without the need for 
a service call.” 

“I’m a single mom, 
so when I have to be away
from home it is reassuring to
have a system that my
babysitter can use easily. It’s so
simple and straightforward, it
made us all feel safer.” 

“Sometimes my husband 
and I both work late. It’s
reassuring to know that
our system can send a
message to our pager,
letting us know that our
daughter is home safe
from school, and has 
disarmed the system.”

REAL 
Peace of Mind

whoever you are...
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Real Peace of Mind

Real peace of mind begins with knowing your new security system was built by DSC to 
the highest quality standards in the security industry. Based on leading-edge technology, the
PowerSeries™ of security systems makes it possible for your system installer to offer you a truly
superior, fully customized system - either a traditional hardwired system or a hybrid
(hardwired/wireless) system - with the widest range of innovative features and convenient options.

Stay

Away

Chime

Reset

Exit

In addition, these powerful security systems offer the highest level of alarm 
communications, including personal paging if you wish. They also incorporate 
over a dozen sophisticated false alarm prevention features, making them the 

most reliable systems on the market today.
Remote Control 

at Your Finger Tips
Be in control, wherever you are.
Optional remote control devices
include a wireless key for 

arming and disarming the
system. 

Your system can be programmed
to alert you (or anyone else you
want) when certain events
occur. For example, it can call
you at work on your
personal pager to let you
know when a child 

leaves or returns home.

Handy Keep-In-Touch Feature

Remote Service
The powerful upload/download capability built
into your system means that
programming changes such
as adding entry codes and
setting alarm delay times can
be communicated over a
standard telephone line. 
As well, many equipment
problems can be diagnosed
and corrected over the phone by your installer -
eliminating inconvenient and expensive service
calls.  

False Alarm Prevention
DSC is the industry leader in 
the prevention of false
alarms. So you shouldn’t
be surprised that your
PowerSeries system has
over a dozen false alarm
prevention 
features built into it, setting a 
standard of reliability that goes 
far beyond other systems. 

Immediate Response 
Emergency Keys
Summoning help is lightning
quick. Simply pressing the 
appropriate emergency key for 2
seconds sends an alarm signal to
your central monitoring station,
who will immediately alert the
proper authority - police, fire, or
emergency services.

Meets the threat of fire head-
on, providing direct
connections from your smoke

detectors and heat detectors to
your monitoring station. 
So even if you’re away, 
your monitoring station can
still alert the fire department
should a fire emergency occur. 

Smoke & Heat
Detector Monitoring

Wireless Options
Both hardwired and wireless
detection devices can be used
with your PowerSeries system,
permitting fast, easy expansion

to exactly suit your needs today
and tomorrow.

Allow you to perform many
system functions with just a
push of a button. 

Single Function Keys

The State-of-The-Art
PowerSeries Security Systems
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• PC1555RKZ - 8 Zone LED keypad

Keypad options:

• PC5508Z - 8 Zone LED keypad

• LCD5500Z- Programmable message
LCD keypad

• Power432 - 4-32 zone 
control panel

Panel Options:

• Power632 - 6-32 zone 
control panel

• LCD5501Z - Fixed message LCD Keypad
(Available with integrated wireless receiver)
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• LCD5501Z - Fixed message 
LCD keypad


